Data envelopment analysis (DEA) is a mathematical programming technique for identifying efficiency scores of decision making units (DMUs). Since DEA models cannot present efficient frontiers of PPS, in order to do this, we introduce a method for identifying efficient frontier for DMUs with interval data.
Introduction
Data envelopment analysis (DEA) is a nonparametric method for evaluating efficiency of systems with multiple inputs and multiple outputs. Its goal is to classify the decision making unit (DMU) in to two classes: efficient or inefficient ones. Based on inputs and outputs of the units, DEA forms efficient surfaces. If a DMU lies on the surface, it is efficient; otherwise, it is inefficient. However, uncertainty such as a measurement error should be incorporated in observed data. The original DEA models assume that inputs and outputs are measured by exact values on a ratio scale.
Recently, Hosseinzadeh lotfi et al. [8] addressed the problem of imprecise data in DEA in its general form. Imprecise data means that some data are known only to the extent that the true values lie within prescribed bounds while other data are known only to satisfy certain relations.
Korhonen [11] tried to provide the Decision Maker (DM) an interactive method which allows him/her to incorporate performance information in to the efficient frontier analysis by enabling him to make a free search on efficient frontier. Indeed, he wants to provide the DM all references of an inefficient DMU, enabling him/her to choose the most preferable unit as reference. But finding all references of an inefficient DMU is not an easy job. Also, efficient surfaces are useful in analyzing DEA efficient DMUs and nondominated solutions (Pareto solutions) in multiobjective programming.
Not many papers have been written on the subject of "finding efficient frontier". Jahanshahloo et al. [10] proposed a method to obtain efficient frontier by using 0-1 integer programming. Although, solving 0-1 integer programming problem needs more computational efforts, but for large n (number of DMUs), solving a little amount of integer problems may be more preferable than solving n linear programs. This is especially important in situations where the number of efficient facets is very less than n e.g. when m + s (number of inputs and outputs) is very less than n.
In this paper, we try to develop the above mentioned way to obtain the efficient frontier for DMUs with interval data.
The current article proceeds as follows: In section 2, we review DEA models for dealing with interval data. In section 3, we obtain the efficient frontier for DMUs with interval data. In section 4, a numerical example is considered. A concluding section summarizes our main results.
Preliminaries
Production possibility set (PPS) is defined as the set of all inputs and outputs of a system in which inputs can produce outputs. For evaluating the efficiency of DMU 0 (0 ∈ {1, . . . , n}), the input-oriented model (2.1) is applied. Model (2.2) is the output-oriented model. in which the points A, B and C have the least input and most output, and the points D, E and F have the most input and least output. T v and T c have been specified for both groups (Fig 2) . Now, consider to the following model:
Which is a CCR/BCC model with the input-oriented associated interval data. Now consider to the following linear programming problem:
. One way to obtain the solutions of the above model is to solve the following problem:
The difficulty of mentioned method is that in the problem (2.5) a ij , b i and c j (i = 1, . . . , m), (j = 1, . . . , n) are variable. Another method to solve (2.4) with the mentioned conditions in it is to choose quantities of a ij , b i and c j which the objective function to maximize or minimize and then prove that the optimal objective value changes in interval [z
Theorem 1 The optimal objective value in problem (2.4) with the conditions in it changes in interval
Proof. First we prove that Z L ≤ Z * , proof of another inequality is similarly. For this, first we prove that the objective function in problem (2.6) is less or equal than (2.4) and the feasible region of problem (2.6) is the subset of problem (2.
Now we return to the problem (2.3). In this case, the efficiency can be interval. The upper limit of interval efficiency is obtained from the optimistic viewpoint and the lower limit is obtained from the pessimistic viewpoint.
Suppose that we want to find the maximum rate of efficiency of DMU 0 , so the evaluated unit should have the least input and most output and other unit's vice-versa. Now we have:
(2.8)
Note that we can not use the previous method of obtaining maximum or minimum objective function value and its reason is that in previous case, the right hand side vector (b i ) was independent from the left values (a ij ). But in this case x io is one of the quantities of x ij . Now imagine that we are seeking the minimum rate of efficiency of DMU 0 . Similarly, the unit under evaluation should have the most input and least output and other unit's vice-versa. i.e:
The dual of above models, multiplier model, is as follows:
Theorem 2 The optimal objective of (2.3) will change in interval
[θ L , θ U ] [6].
Identifying the equations of efficient frontier
In this section, we propose a method to produce efficient frontier of T v . Producing the efficient frontier of T c is alike. Since the optimal solution of the BCC multiplier model gives the coefficient of a supporting hyperplane of T v , in each iteration of proposed algorithm by manipulation of the BCC multiplier model, we identify the equation of a supporting hyperplane of T v at maximum number of DMUs, which gives us an efficient facet of T v . First, we take notice of the DMUs with the least input and most output and then the DMUs with the most input and least output are considered. Now, we note to the former case: Let F k be the equation of supporting hyperplane that is produced in k-th iteration of algorithm, an G k be defined as follows:
Then an algorithm for identifying efficient frontier of T v for this case is as follows:
Step 0. Let k = 1.
Step 1. Solve the following problem:
Where M is a large positive number and 0-1 variable P j equals 1, if DMU j lies on the optimal supporting hyperplane identified by the model, (
, and 0 otherwise. In this case when P 0 = 0 constraint (2) for j = 0 is superfluous.
Optimal solution of above model is equation of a supporting hyperplane of T v , F k , which identify an efficient facet of it, this hyperplane is different form those hyperplanes that introduced in previous iterations due to the constraint (4). Hence, it is the equation of a new efficient facet of T v .
Let
and iterate step 1. But, if the above model is infeasible, all of the strong efficient facets (efficient frontier) of T v , have been produced and algorithm is terminated.
Theorem 3 When the model P k is infeasible all of the strong efficient facets of T v have been produced, so the algorithm is terminated.
The above algorithm for the next case is exactly like the first, but there is a little difference, which the P k will be as follows:
Numerical example
Consider the following DMUs, where x L j and x U j show lower and upper bound for inputs, respectively. A similar notation is used for outputs (Table 1) . First, we obtain the equations of efficient facet for DMUs with least input and most output. Using the presented algorithm is as follows:
Step 0: Let k = 1.
Step 1 Step 1-3: Model P k is infeasible, so the algorithm is terminated and F k ,k = 1, 2, are the equations of efficient frontier.
Now we obtain the equations of efficient facet for DMUs with the most input and least output.
Step Step 1-4: Model P k is infeasible, so the algorithm is terminated and F k , k = 1, 2, 3, are the equations of efficient frontier.
Conclusion
The suggested method in this paper, finds out efficient frontiers of PPS by solving 0-1 programming problems for DMUs with interval data. By manipulation of the BCC multiplier model, first we obtained equation of efficient frontiers for DMUs with the least input and most output, then for DMUs with the most input and least output, and the number of solved problems is at most equal to the number of efficient facets of PPS. Although performance of algorithm needs more computational effort, but for large n (number of DMUs), solving a little amount of integer problems may be more preferable than solving n linear problems .This is especially important in situations where the number of efficient facets is very less than n.
By means of equations of hyperplans which construct the efficient frontier (weak and strong efficient hyperplanes) we can identify returns to scale of all DMUs and efficiency score of inefficient DMUs in both input and output oriented only with a simple comparison. Therefore, development of algorithm to identifying weak efficient part of PPS provides an interesting challenge for future research.
